
In order to identify the current term j(2) in (22), we first regard the expression !(q0, p0) for
fixed q,p 2 R3. In a first step, we add zero, written as a di↵erence of two equal residues, i.e.,

c(2)(G,F ;q,p) =
X

�=±1

(2⇡i)2
 
Resp0=�E(p),

q0=�E(q)

�Resp0=�E(p),
q0=�E(q)

!
!(G,F ; q, p)

= (2⇡i)

 Z

[R�i�]�[R+i�]

dq0 Resp0=�E(p)�

Z

[R�i�]�[R+i�]

dp0 Resq0=�E(q)

!
!(G,F ; q, p)

= c(2)+ (G;F ;q,p)� c(2)+ (F ;G;p,q) (24)

for any fixed number � > 0 and

c(2)+ (F ;G;p,q) := �2⇡i

 Z

[R+i�]

dq0 Resp0=�E(p)+

Z

[R�i�]

dp0 Resq0=�E(q)

!
!(F,G; p, q) . (25)

The bracket notation [R ± i�] denotes the standard parametrisation R 3 t 7! t ± i� and their

di↵erences are understood as
R
[A]�[B] =

R
[A]�

R
[B]. We remark that c(2)+ has temporally causal

support in the sense that, for F,G 2 C
1
c (R4,R4) such that the support of F is temporally earlier

than the support of G, we have c(2)+ (F ;G;p,q) = 0. This can be seen by inserting the Fourier
transformations of F and G in the time variable, observing that C \ R 3 p0 7! (/p � m)�1 is
holomorphic, and applying Cauchy’s integral theorem in the limit � ! +1. Furthermore, it is
convenient to introduce the substitution k = (k0,k) := p� q, i.e.,

c(2)+ (F ;G;p,q) = �2⇡i

Z

[R�i�]

dk0
�
Resp0=�E(p)+Resp0=k0�E(p�k)

�
!(F,G; p, p� k) (26)

= �

Z

[R�i�]

dk0
Z

CWick(k)

dp0 !(F,G; p, p� k) = �
ie2

(2⇡)4

Z

[R�i�]

dk0Fµ(k)G⌫(�k)

Z

CWick(k)

dp0 !µ⌫(p, k)

with !µ⌫(p, k) := tr
⇥
�⌫(/p�m)�1�µ(/p� /k �m)�1

⇤
. (27)

Here, the contour CWick(k) denotes any closed curve having winding number +1 around p0 =
�E(p) and p0 = k0 � E(p � k), but winding number zero around p0 = +E(p) and p0 =
k0 + E(p� k). We remark that the inner integral of (26), for fixed p,k and taken as function
of k0, is holomorphic on

k0 2 D := C \ ((�1,�2m] [ [2m,1)). (28)

In particular, for k 2 C4 su�ciently close to zero, !µ⌫(p, k) is well-defined for all p 2 iR⇥R3. In
this region the contour CWick(k) can be replaced by iR oriented in positive imaginary direction,
exploiting the |p0|�2 decay of !µ⌫(p, k) for |p0| ! 1.

Considering (22), if c(2)+ (F ;G;p,q) was integrable in (p,q) 2 R3
⇥R3, its integral would have

been a natural candidate for j(2)(F ;G) due to the support properties discussed above. But this
is in general not the case. To nevertheless find a suitable candidate by leveraging the knowledge

of c(2)+ , we take a di↵erent approach: It will turn out that second derivative @2
m2c

(2)
+ (F ;G; ·, ·)

belongs to L1, and therefore, with a function ⇧µ⌫ to be found, we shall search instead for a
candidate of the form

j(2)(F ;G) = �
ie2

(2⇡)4

Z

[R�i�]⇥R3

d4k Fµ(k)G⌫(�k)⇧µ⌫(k) , (29)

fulfilling @2
m2j(2)(F ;G) =

Z

R3⇥R3

d3p d3q @2
m2c

(2)
+ (F ;G;p,q) . (30)
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